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Abstract
Since their discovery twenty year ago, transition region bright points have
never been observed spectroscopically. Bright point properties have not been
compared with similar transition region and coronal structures. In this work we
have investigated three transient quiet Sun brightenings including a transition
region bright point (TR BP), a coronal bright point (CBP) and a blinker. We
use time-series observations of the extreme ultraviolet emission lines of a wide
range of temperature T (log T = 5.3− 6.4) from the EUV imaging spectrometer
(EIS) onboard the Hinode satellite. We present the EIS temperature maps and
Doppler maps, which are compared with magnetograms from the Michelson
Doppler Imager (MDI) onboard the SOHO satellite. Doppler velocities of the
TR BP and blinker are ≤ 25 km s−1, which is typical of transient TR phenom-
ena. The Dopper velocities of the CBP were found to be ≤ 20 km s−1 with
exception of those measured at log T = 6.2 where a distinct bi-directional jet
is observed. From an EM loci analysis we find evidence of single and double
isothermal components in the TR BP and CBP, respectively. TR BP and CBP
loci curves are characterized by broad distributions suggesting the existence of
unresolved structure. By comparing and contrasting the physical characteristics
of the events we find the BP phenomena are an indication of multi-scaled self
similarity, given similarities in both their underlying magnetic field configuration
and evolution in relation to EUV flux changes. In contrast, the blinker phenom-
ena and the TR BP are sufficiently dissimilar in their observed properties as to
constitute different event classes. Our work is an indication that the measure-
ment of similar characteristics across multiple event types holds class-predictive
power, and is a significant step towards automated solar atmospheric multi-
class classification of unresolved transient EUV sources. Finally, the analysis
performed here establishes a connection between solar quiet region CBPs and
jets.
Department of Physics & Space Sciences, Florida Institute of
Technology, Melbourne, FL 32901
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1. Introduction
Compact stochastic brightenings have been observed throughout the solar atmo-
sphere. Events known as bright points (BP) appear to be ubiquitous across all
temperature regimes of the solar atmosphere (Kankelborg et al., 1996; Kankel-
borg, Walker, and Hoover, 1997). First discovered in early rocket flights using
grazing-incidence optics (Krieger, Vaiana, and van Speybroeck, 1971), BPs are
among the most widespread and abundant forms of solar activity. They have been
observed to occur in active regions (e.g., Romano et al., 2012), coronal holes
(Habbal, Withbroe, and Dowdy, 1990; Subramanian, Madjarska, and Doyle,
2010; Doschek et al., 2010), regions of quiet Sun (Habbal, Withbroe, and Dowdy,
1990; Abramenko et al., 2010; Sa´nchez Almeida et al., 2010), and are usually
associated with the magnetic network (Golub et al., 1974; Egamberdiev and
Iakovkin, 1983; Kankelborg, Walker, and Hoover, 1997). In all cases BPs occur
in association with mixed magnetic flux that undergoes cancellation or rearrange-
ment while being dynamically driven by hydrodynamic flows or flux emergence
(P.M. Harvey et al. 1985; Webb et al., 1993; K.L.Harvey et al. 1994; Priest,
Parnell, and Martin, 1994; Kankelborg, Walker, and Hoover, 1997), suggesting
that the BP phenomena is a consequence of magnetic reconnection. Indeed, BPs
have often been described as being tiny solar active regions (Longcope et al.,
2001).
The surface densities of BPs appears to increase with decreasing temperature
(Zhang, Kundu, and White, 2001; McIntosh and Gurman, 2005), although the
exact functional form remains unknown. Nonetheless, even near the highest
temperatures where BPs are observed — and hence away from the peak of their
population distribution — BPs have been measured to contribute significantly to
the solar irradiance. For example, a survey of X-ray BPs (XBPs) using data from
Yohkoh/SXT, concluded that these hot XBPs covered ≈ 1.4% of the quiet-Sun
surface area and contributed ≈ 5% of the quiet-Sun X-ray irradiance (Zhang,
Kundu, and White, 2001). Naive extrapolation of the BP population distribu-
tion to lower temperatures suggests that BPs should be even more important
contributors to solar irradiance at lower temperatures, such as in the upper TR
(5.0 ≤ log T < 6.0).
The first studies of transition region (TR) BPs were presented by Habbal,
Dowdy, and Withbroe (1990) and Dowdy (1993), who compared lower TR BPs
observed in the emission of C iii λ977.02 (log T = 4.8) to coronal BPs observed
in the emission of Mgx λ624.94 (log T = 6.8). Dowdy (1993) utilized spec-
troheliograms in the emission of Ovi λ1031.91 (log T = 5.4), Nevii λ465.22
(log T = 5.7), and Mgx λ624.94 (log T = 6.8) to identify BPs at upper TR
temperatures. The focus of these early studies was to determine whether the
BPs studied existed thermally and magnetically isolated from the large-scale
corona. Both studies confirmed this question.
In an effort to better constrain the distribution of BPs across the upper TR,
Bruni (2006) performed a measurement of TR BP surface number densities
and radiated powers at two TR temperatures and in three heliographic lati-
tude bands. He used large area upper TR spectroheliograms in the emission
of Nv λ1238.81 (log T = 5.2) and Neviii λ770.41 (log T = 5.8) obtained by
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the Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation (SUMER; Wilhelm
et al., 1995) spectrometer on 7–8 June 1996 near solar minimum. The flux-
calibrated SUMER data were searched for compact brightenings above magnetic
bipoles. Bruni (2006) found that the BP contribution was ≈ 20% in the quiet
Sun and ≈ 15% in a polar coronal hole at log T = 5.2 and ≈ 10% in the quiet-Sun
and ≈ 5% in the polar region at log T = 5.8. The surface densities of TR BPs
observed in Nv was ≈ 1× 10−3 Mm−2 and in Neviii it was ≈ 5× 10−4 Mm−2.
These surface densities may be compared with the surface densities of coronal
BPs observed in the SOHO Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT; De-
laboudinie`re et al., 1995) 171A˚ filtergram by Longcope et al. (2001), which was
1.3× 10−4 Mm−2. If confirmed, Bruni’s measurements of surface densities and
irradiance contributions are consistent with the trend in the BP distribution seen
at coronal temperatures. Bruni (2006) noted that his surface density counting er-
rors due to Type I (false-negative) and Type II (false-positive) errors was ≈ 30%.
The Type II errors were most likely due to contamination by compact, TR tran-
sients known as blinkers (Harrison, 1997; Harrison et al., 1999; Brkovic´, Solanki,
and Ru¨edi, 2001; Bewsher, Parnell, and Harrison, 2002; Parnell, Bewsher, and
Harrison, ; Doyle, Roussev, and Madjarska, 2004).
Just as coronal BPs have been associated with magnetic flux cancellation
associated with both converging magnetic bipoles (Golub, Krieger, and Vaiana,
1976; Webb et al., 1993; Priest, Parnell, and Martin, 1994) and emerging mag-
netic flux (Strong et al., 1992), upper TR BPs and blinkers may form a similar
dichotomy — depending on how one defines a blinker. Recent studies have
suggested that the blinker classification is generally plagued by Type II errors
and that a range of phenomena have been grouped together under the blinker
designation (Harrison et al., 2003). In this paper we are thus restricting the
blinker designation to the types of phenomena observed by Doyle, Roussev, and
Madjarska (2004) and others, which are density enhancement events generated
by reconnection involving cool plasma tied to emerging magnetic flux and hot
coronal plasma confined in pre-existing coronal structures. Likewise, we will
define TR BPs as being upper TR structures generated in association with
colliding and cancelling photospheric magnetic flux elements.
There is much to be learned from a study combining TR BPs, coronal BPs,
and blinkers. First, individual TR BPs have never been observed in multiple
emission lines nor have their Doppler signatures been measured. The physics
of TR BPs may very well be similar to that of coronal BPs as an additional
manifestation of multi-scaled self-similarity in the solar atmosphere (Vlahos
and Georgoulis, 2004; Raouafi et al., 2010). Coronal BPs display a wealth of
enigmatic dynamic behaviors that if found in TR BPs might provide new in-
sights into plasma heating and acceleration. For example, coronal BPs show
periodic flashes or flaring for which there is not currently a consensus model
(Zhang et al., 2012; Kamio et al., 2011). The larger of the flaring BPs often
exhibit eruptive behavior in the form of jets, thus contributing mass to the
solar wind (Madjarska et al., 2012). It has been inferred that some fundamental
plasma processes (e.g., the efficiency of magnetic reconnection) varies across the
TR (Longcope, 1998; Longcope and Kankelborg, 1999; Bruni, 2006). Therefore,
observing a similar physical process under different plasma conditions may be
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insightful. On the other hand, blinkers, which are energized by the reconnec-
tion of emerging and pre-existing flux, and TR BPs, which are energized by
reconnection driven by hydrodynamic flows, both occur under the same TR
conditions. Comparing these different processes occurring under similar plasma
parameters may also yield new insights. Finally, solar physics is rapidly moving
to a new operational mode where machine learning based software is replacing
humans as data processors, a trend that will only increase into the future. These
software tools require a set of defining event “features” to distinguish classes.
Blinkers have already proven to be a classification challenge for human operators
(Harrison et al., 2003; Subramanian et al., 2012). Obtaining robust probabilistic
classifications of compact transients in general will be a major challenge in the
coming years. A comparative study may identify distinguishing features that
may be useful in this effort.
The purpose of this paper is to perform the first multi-wavelength spectro-
scopic study of an individual TR BP and also to perform the first comparative
study of TR BPs with coronal BPs and blinkers. The next section presents an
overview of the observational data used in our study and its processing. Section 3
describes our techniques for identifying the events we study and measuring their
morphologies, line fluxes, Doppler velocity maps, and temperature structures.
Section 4 presents the measurement results and their implications for each event.
The discussion of our results and a brief summary are provided in Section 5.
2. Observations
To investigate the spectroscopic properties of the BPs we study, data were
obtained from the EUV Imaging Spectrometer (EIS; Culhane et al., 2007) on
the Hinode satellite. The EIS data was taken from 11:13:11 UT to 23:12:40 UT
at ≈ 45 min intervals on 22 January 2008. The data consists of raster scans
with a 2′′ slit width using 1′′ steps resulting in a final field-of-view (FOV) of
119.′′8× 360′′ . A total of ten emission lines with coverage from the upper TR
(log T = 5.4) to the corona (log T = 6.2) were used. The emitting ions, the
wavelengths of the emission lines, the atomic transitions of the emission lines,
and their peak formation temperatures are all given in Table 1.
The EIS level-0 data were processed and calibrated via the standard Solar
SoftWare (SSW) routine eis prep.pro. Additional corrections were made for co-
alignment between EIS’s short wavelength (171–212 A˚) and long wavelength
(250–290 A˚) bands (Young and Gallagher, 2008); instrument and orbital jitter
variations (Shimizu et al., 2007); the sinusoidal spectrum drift of the lines on
the CCD due to orbital changes (Mariska et al., 2007), and the tilt of the emis-
sion lines on the detector. These corrections resulted in an absolute wavelength
calibration of ± 4.4 km s−1 (Kamio et al., 2010).
To investigate the magnetic structure of the events studied, we obtained
closest-time data from the Michelson Dopper Imager (MDI; Scherrer et al., 1995)
instrument onboard the SOHO satellite. The full disk MDI line-of-sight (LOS)
magnetograms possessed a pixel resolution of 1.′′98 × 1.′′98 and were obtained
with a 96-min cadence over the roughly 12 h of EIS observations. MDI level-
1.8 magnetogram data, which are the definitively calibrated images of the solar
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line-of-sight (LOS) photospheric magnetic field, were processed using the SSW
routine mdi prep.pro for the removal of instrument noise. In order to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio, three magnetograms were averaged at each time step.
Table 1. List of EIS spectral emission lines used in the present study.
Ion Wavelength (A˚) Transition log T (K)
O iv 279.80 2s2 2p 2P3/2 - 2s
2 3s 2S1/2 5.3
O v 192.90 2s 2p 3P2 - 2s 3d 3D3 5.4
Fe viii 185.21 3p6 3d 2D5/2 - 3p
5 3d2 2F7/2 5.6
Mg vii 278.75 2s2 2p2 3P2 - 2s 2p3 3S1 5.8
Fe x 184.30 3s2 3p5 2P1/2 - 3s
2 3p4 (3P) 3d 2P3/2 6.0
Fe xi 180.40 3s2 3p4 3P2 - 3s2 3p3 (4S) 3d 3D3 6.1
Fe xii 195.12 3s2 3p3 4S3/2 - 3s
2 3p2 (3P) 3d 4P5/2 6.2
Si x 257.14 2s2 2p3 4S3/2 - 2s 2p
4 4P1/2 6.2
Si xi 191.26 2s2 2p2 3P2 - 2s 2p3 3S1 6.3
Fe xv 284.16 3s2 1S0 - 3s 3p 1P1 6.4
To co-align the EIS and MDI data, each of the ten EIS raster scans was
mapped to solar coordinates by calibrating each scan’s raster positions with
respect to Stonyhurst heliographic coordinates (Zarro, 2005). The magnetograms
were then co-aligned to each EIS observation time by using the SSW routine
drot map, resulting in a final alignment error of . 2′′ . This co-alignment error
was measured by cross-correlating visually bright EUV coronal plasma structures
to strong magnetogram regions. Projection effects were not expected to play a
significant role in the co-alignment since each of our images were .± 100′′ to
disk center. Moreover, the observation time differences between the EIS scans
and MDI magnetograms were . 30 min.
Event selection was carried out via visual inspection of both coronal and TR
images to identify compact and high contrast EUV brightenings. These events
were then compared to MDI magnetograms. We selected three events. The first
two events, which were an upper TR BP and a coronal BP (CBP), were required
to exist in association with photospheric magnetic bipoles. The CBP had its peak
temperature in the corona while the upper TR BP showed no discernable coronal
emission. The third event, a blinker, was required to be associated with emerging
photospheric magnetic flux. The upper TR BP and the coronal BP were both
selected at 11:13:11 UT in the Mgvii λ278.393 A˚ (log T = 5.8) emission line.
Figure 1 shows these events in two emission lines. The blinker was selected at
16:49:18 UT in the Ov λ192.900 A˚ (log T = 5.4) emission line. After each event
was selected their heliographic solar coordinates were then tracked throughout
the EIS observation sequence by accounting for solar rotation (≈ 0.17 arcsec
min−1) and instrument pointing (Sarro and Berihuete, 2011).
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Figure 1. (left) EIS 2′′ FFOV intensity image (erg cm−2 s−1) in the emission of Mgvii
λ278.39 (log T = 5.8) observed on 22 January 2008 at 11:13:11 UT. The boxed regions indicate
the locations of the EIS1A and EIS2 events. (right) EIS 2′′ FOV intensity image (erg cm−2
s−1) of Ov λ192.90 (log T = 5.4) observed on 22 January 2008 at 17:37:18 UT, with boxed
regions showing the EIS1B events.
3. Measurements
For each of our three events we have fit the spectrum of each pixel with a
Gaussian profile using the SSW routine eis auto fit.pro to determine the line
intensity at that pixel, the line center at that pixel from which Doppler velocities
were derived, and the line width for each pixel from which non-thermal velocities
were derived. We note that the Ov λ192.90 A˚ line lies close to the EIS core line
Caxviiλ192.82 A˚. Young et al. (2007) indicated that Caxvii is blended with the
Fexiλ192.83 A˚ line which dominates in most solar conditions. Blending effects in
Ov were determined to be minimal herein, which is consistent with suggestions
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Figure 2. EIS 2′′ intensity (erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1), background, and intensity minus background
images (from top to bottom, respectively) of O v (192.90 A˚, log T = 5.4) observed on 22
January 2008 at 11:13:11 UT of the EIS2 event studied here.
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that it comprises one half the emission seen at λ192.80 A˚ (Young et al., 2007).
Event morphology was measured from intensity images. The temperature struc-
ture of each event was examined via an emission measure (EM) loci analysis.
Magnetic structure of events were determined through direct comparison of MDI
line-of-sight magnetograms co-aligned with EUV EIS scans. Details of how each
of these measurements were carried out is described in the subsections that
follow.
3.1. EUV Intensities and Lifetimes
Measurements of the integrated radiative flux and intensity enhancement of
each event was obtained from the EIS intensity maps in each emission line.
The first step in our process was to create a model of the background flux in
each region of interest (ROI), which was a small rectangular region containing
an event in its center with background/foreground emission in the surrounding
pixels (Figure 2). This process was necessary since the observed intensity is the
superposition of all emission along the line of sight through the optically thin
plasma. The background was modeled by first performing a low-pass filter of the
ROI in order to remove high-frequency noise such as bad pixels. Next, the border
pixels of the ROI — which contained only background/foreground emission —
were held constant while the interior of the ROI was boxcar averaged using the
standard IDL smoothing procedure. Care was taken to avoid overestimating the
background or generating negative pixel values. The result of this procedure was
the minimum area surface connecting the border pixels of the ROI. Figure 2
shows an original image of the ROI, an image of the background model, and
the background subtracted result. For our events, the background subtraction
reduced pixel values by . 15%.
The integrated flux from each event at each time was calculated in two ways.
First, the pixel values of the calibrated and background-subtracted ROIs were
summed to obtain the flux Fλ in each line. Second, the 3σ brightest pixels in
each line were summed for each event to obtain F 3σλ . Finally, we calculated
intensity enhancement ψλ from the data prior to background subtraction using
the equation:
ψλ =
F 3σ;rawλ − F¯ bgλ
F¯ bgλ
, (1)
where F 3σ;rawλ is the average line flux from event pixels in each line λ and F¯
bg
λ is
the mean solar background emission from each respective image. Uncertainties
in ψλ were then derived from photon counting statistics in both measurements
of Fλ and F¯
bg
λ .
Upon completing the measurements for all EIS observations we next identified
which times the events existed in each line. Times with ψλ ≥ 10% were flagged
as having an existing event. Lifetime measurements require existence continuity
for two consecutive time-steps. Events that dropped below this threshold and
reemerged later in the time sequence were considered different events given the
≈ 45 min interval between successive EIS observations.
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Figure 3. EIS 2′′ intensity image (erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1) of Ov λ192.90 (log T = 5.4) observed
22 January 2008 at 16:49:18 UT of the EIS1b event. Green contours denote the event-unique
pixels derived from our boundary extraction function.
3.2. Morphologies and Doppler Velocities
To measure the morphology of the event, we defined a set of event pixels per iso-
lated thumbnail images. To define these pixel positions, we developed a boundary
extraction function comprised of both downhill simplex and clumping techniques
to isolate EUV emission enhancements from surrounding solar background. Our
boundary extraction function assumes that a given image consists of a single
EUV event in which significant contrast and the peak image flux exist. Events’
morphologies are measured in each line using the largest spatial widths defined
when our boundary extraction function is applied to the image. The greatest
extent was labeled l and the greatest width in the direction perpendicular to
the greatest extent was labeled w (Figure 3). Radiative areas Aλ (km
2) were
then derived from l and w assuming the telescope is at Lagrangian point 1
(≈ 721 km arcsec−1) and propagating uncertainties resultant from 1σ Gaussian
fits to the spatial dimensions corresponding to l and w. These quantities were
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used with F 3σλ to derive luminosities Pλ (erg s
−1) of each event as a function of
temperature. Luminosity uncertainties were propagated from photon counting
statistics and axes length uncertainties.
The event pixels defined by our boundary extraction function were also used
to measure, as a function of temperature, the characteristic LOS velocity vλ
(km s−1) for each event by averaging velocities returned by eis auto fit.pro and
propagating the 1σ fit uncertainties.
3.3. LOS Magnetic Field and Magnetic Flux
For each event, the LOS magnetic field |B`| and flux |Φ| were measured. We also
measured LOS field |B`| and flux |Φ| of positive and negative polarities. The
sizes of the positive and negative polarities A±B and separation distance dB were
all measured. Note that the separation was not measured for the blinker event
that was associated with a single unipolar region.
Signed fluxes were calculated by summing magnetogram pixels of each polar-
ity. The unsigned flux was an integration of the absolute value of both positive
or negative polarity fluxes. Magnetic polarity sizes, A±B , were obtained from
the number of pixels used calculating signed fluxes. Measurements of separation
distance dB were derived from calculations of the distance between the cen-
troids of the positive and negative magnetic source elements. Uncertainties in
LOS magnetic fields were derived from photon counting statistics on individual
magnetogram pixels.
3.4. Temperature Structure
To measure the amount of plasma emitting at a particular temperature we began
with the standard definition of the column emission measure (EM),
EM =
∫
S
n2edh (cm
−5), (2)
where ne is the electron number density, h is the LOS path length, and S is the
region containing the physically interesting plasma (Kamio et al., 2011). Under
the assumption that the observed plasma is optically thin and in ionization
equilibrium, the observed intensity of a single emission line along the LOS h is
expressed as
Iλ = AZ
∫
S
G(T, ne)n
2
edh (erg cm
−2 s−1 sr−1), (3)
where AZ is the elemental abundance, and G(T, ne) is the contribution function
containing the relevant atomic parameters. Equation (3) can then be used to
simplify the EM definition to the form
EM =
Fλ
AZG(T, ne)
(cm−5), (4)
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which is the standard definition for deriving EM loci curves. These curves, cal-
culated per observed emission line, represent the EM under the assumption that
the measured EM originates from an isothermal plasma at a given temperature.
As such, their usefulness lies in their ability to reveal isothermal plasmas where
all curves meet at one temperature (Kamio et al., 2011).
Prior to measuring EM loci curves, contribution functions were calculated
from the CHIANTI atomic database (Dere et al., 1997, 2009) by using the
ionization equilibriums of Arnaud and Raymond (1992), a typical quiet Sun
electron density of 5 × 108 cm−3 (O’Dwyer et al., 2010), and the photospheric
abundances of Grevesse, Asplund, and Sauval (2007). EM loci curves were then
calculated for each event and all observation times by using measurements of Fλ
for each emission line in Table 2.
4. Results
Here we present the measurements for each event. As stated previously three
events were identified: (a) an upper TR BP labeled EIS1a (lifetime, τλ ≈ 1.5 h),
(b) a blinker labeled EIS1b (τλ ≈ 3.2 h), and (c) a CBP labeled EIS2 (τλ ≈ 0.8
h). Note that EIS1b occurred in the same ROI as EIS1a but appeared ≈ 4 h
after EIS1a had disappeared. Table 2 presents the measurements of the three
events. Below each event is discussed in turn.
Table 2. List of parameters derived for the three EIS events studied.
“Obs.time” means initial time of observation. Angular brackets indicate
time averages.
Obs.time τλ 〈A〉 〈P 〉 〈ψ〉 〈v〉
[h] [km2] [erg s−1] [%] [km s−1]
EIS1a 11:13:11 UT 1.5 9.3×107 1.3×1022 128 2.90
2.4×108 1.2×1022 29 12.4
EIS1b 16:49:18 UT 3.2 4.1×108 9.3×1021 29 12.4
1.1×109 5.3×1022 11 47.1
EIS2 11:13:11 UT 0.8 1.2×107 1.7×1021 209 17
2.3×107 5.6×1022 247 20.8
4.1. EIS1a — TR Bright Point
Figure 4 shows the temporal variation of the integrated line intensities Fλ (arbi-
trary units), LOS velocities vλ (km s
−1), and emission enhancement ψλ (%) vs.
time (s) in each of eight emission lines for the EIS1a event. The bulk of emission
lines exhibited a significant increase in the integrated flux values Fλ during the
first 45 min and had either returned to or dropped below their initial values 45
min later. EUV intensity enhancements ψλ were ≈ 40% above the background
for the TR lines but were negligible in the coronal lines. LOS velocities were
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Figure 4. Integrated line fluxes Fλ (arbitrary units), LOS velocities vλ (km s
−1), and emission
enhancement ψλ (%) vs. time (s) in each of eight emission lines. The time is relative to 11:13:11
UT.
minimal in comparison to the surrounding background (. ±20 km s−1) and
were close to the resolution limit of velocities (≈ ±5 km s−1).
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In Figure 5 we have provided EUV intensity maps, LOS velocity maps, and
MDI magnetic field contours at the time of peak emission, 12:01:18 UT. These
images illustrate that the TR BP was thermally isolated within the TR as
observed by previous authors. This is most notabe at log T = 5.8 as observed in
the emission of Feviii λ185.2, Sivii λ275.4, Mgvii λ278.4. At peak brightness,
the size and luminosity of EIS1a in the TR was ≈ 9×107 km2 and ≈ 1×1022 erg
s−1, respectively. These values agree well with those reported for the TR BPs
presented by Bruni (2006) as observed by the SUMER instrument in the emission
of Neviii λ770.41 (log T = 5.8). Likewise, the TR intensity enhancements are
outside of the range previously reported for blinkers. Moreover, whereas blinkers
have been mostly identified as EUV enhancements in the Ov emission line
(Harrison et al., 1999), the TR BP EIS1a showed no significant Ov emission.
The locations of event pixels identified by our boundary extraction function,
which were used in our measurement of the characteristic LOS velocity of the
event, are shown as contours on the Feviii λ185.2 intensity and velocity maps in
Figure 5. Although significant plasma flows were observed in the vicinity of EIS1a
at the time of peak brightness, the pixels spatially coincident with EIS1a do not
show a strong Doppler signal. The values observed are . ± 20 km s−1, which is
consistent with Doppler flows reported for quiet region CBPs (Madjarska et al.,
2003; Tian et al., 2008; Pe´rez-Sua´rez et al., 2008).
Co-spatial magnetic field data shows an interacting bipolar pair separated by
≈ 25 Mm, as illustrated on the Mgvii intensity map as green and blue contours.
Until its complete cancellation at 12:49:19 UT, the separation distance of the
flux pair was increasing at a rate of ≈ 2×10−2 Mm min−1. In Figure 6 we present
the temporal evolution of the positive and negative fluxes. At the event onset,
11:13:11 UT, the positive and negative fluxes were ≈± 2×1018 Mx. Emerging
positive flux occurred prior to the event’s peak luminosity in EUV. During this
peak the pair’s typical positive and negative flux was ≈ 4× 1018 Mx. From the
EUV flux peak till the event ceased to exist the bipolar pair canceled completely
at a rate of ≈ 6× 1018 Mx h−1 (Figure 6).
The flux of the bipole is consistent with those expected in the TR (Pevtsov
et al., 2003) and values reported for TR BPs (Bruni, 2006), while observed
cancellation rates are typical of CBP phenomena (Lee et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,
2012). As expected, for BPs (Lee et al., 2011; Kankelborg, Walker, and Hoover,
1997; Longcope et al., 2001), both magnetic flux emergence and cancellation
are found to be directly related to fluctuations of and brightening in solar
EUV images. The flux pair’s spatial divergence and magnetic flux evolution
are considered as direct evidence of magnetic reconnection then.
Under the observed conditions either or both of the following can occur:
formation of a null point above the flux pair as they come into contact which
produces impulsive reconnection events (Priest, Parnell, and Martin, 1994), or
a 2D-like current sheet forms along the fan-separatrix that is responsible for
the long-lived nature of these brightenings (Pariat, Antiochos, and DeVore,
2010). Given the absence of any spectral signature of a vertically orientated
jet (Zhang et al., 2012), we consider our results indicative of the latter scenario.
The diverging flux elements observed in magnetograms ≈ 6 h prior to our EIS
observation sequence suggest that the flux pair forced the current sheet to an
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orientation that was highly angled from the normal to the solar surface, i.e., more
horizontally directed. This seems a likely explanation for the minimal coronal
emission enhancements, given that such field geometries would lead to plasma
motion with higher velocity components parallel to the solar surface (Heggland,
De Pontieu, and Hansteen, 2009). Such a scenario could explain the minimal
enhancements of intensity images at temperatures cooler than log T = 5.4, given
the direction in which the heated plasma is propelled.
The TR intensity images, which shows emission “smeared out” away from a
bright central core, are also consistent with this scenario. It is in the direction of
this smearing that TR LOS velocity showed enhanced downflow regions which in
relation to our above proposed scenario would be indicative of cooling and falling
plasma as it spread out from the bright core. Furthermore, the positive x side
of the event (i.e., opposite side to the smearing) is visually dim and maybe be
suggestive of plasma evaporation (Heggland, De Pontieu, and Hansteen, 2009)
as a result of the reconnection events.
EIS1a’s EM loci analysis indicates isothermal plasma is located at log T = 5.8,
where the convergence of multiple curves is observed (Figure 7). This is consis-
tent with its similar visual appearance in emission lines sharing this formation
temperature (the top row of Figure 5). Higher TR EMs in comparison with
coronal EMs suggest condensation (Craig and McClymont, 1986). Otherwise,
the TR loci curve distribution is relatively broad (Figure 11). This is perhaps
indicative of unresolved structuring (Brooks, Warren, and Ugarte-Urra, 2012).
Considering the previous notion that TR BPs are a self-similar phenomena to
CBPs, which have been observed to be composed of flaring loop systems (Habbal
and Withbroe, 1981; Habbal, Withbroe, and Dowdy, 1990; Koutchmy et al.,
1997; Krucker et al., 1997; Tian et al., 2008), one would expect the presence of
both bi-directional flows (Athay et al., 1982; 1983; Athay, Gurman, and Henze,
1983; Gebbie et al., 1981) and unresolved structure (Zhang et al., 2012).
The cooling of coronal plasma as the source of bright EUV emission is elimi-
nated by noting the observed upward flowing plasma, ≈ 15 km s−1, at log T =
6.0− 6.2. Moreover, these temperatures converge about the isothermal location.
A more likely interpretation is that the conversion of magnetic to thermal energy
took place over a small temperature regime, somewhere around log T = 5.8−5.9.
This is consistent with the bi-directional velocity pattern observed in LOS ve-
locity images from the Feviii emission line (Figure 5), as well as suggestions
by Heggland, De Pontieu, and Hansteen (2009) that such characteristics can
be used as probes for reconnection heights. When we compare our observation
of very small LOS velocities to those typically expected in jets resulting from
newly reconnected field lines (Pariat, Antiochos, and DeVore, 2010; Kamio et al.,
2011), this further supports our suggestion that the dominant component of the
outflow velocities are likely parallel to the solar surface. Given the uncertainty
in the formation temperature Feviii (Del Zanna, 2012), we only suggest the
reconnection events are occurring at the upper TR temperature of Fe. The
cooling of heated upper TR plasma explains both the presence of redshifts and
similarly structured brightenings in emission lines with formation temperatures
close to this range. Furthermore, these inferences are consistent with previous
suggestions on the current sheet orientation as well as minimal coronal EUV
emission enhancements.
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4.2. EIS1b — Blinker
The temporal evolution of integrated flux Fλ, LOS velocity vλ, and EUV emission
enhancements ψλ of the EIS1b event are provided in Figure 8. Its flux evolution
exhibits a distinctive complex light curve in ≈ 75% of the emission lines, with
a secondary event being triggered at the conclusion of the first. The intensities
of this latter event are typically ≈ 50% less than the first while disappearing
at temperatures of log T = 6.0 − 6.3. The events are similar in terms of their
durations (≈ 1.75 h) and their heating and cooling timescales (≈ 45 min). The
time delay between intensity peaks is ≈ 6× 103 s. This period is consistent with
with≈ 8% of blinkers observed by Harrison et al. (1999), while both non-complex
and complex light curves have been attributed to this phenomena (Brkovic´ and
Peter, 2004).
The evolution of the EUV emission enhancement ψλ was consistent with the
changes in the integrated flux as a function of temperature for EIS1b, with the
exception of the Mg vii line whose temporal evolution was smooth and singly
peaked (Figure 8) and occurred simultaneously with the onset of the second
event. No significant difference in the magnitudes of the successive ψλ peaks was
observed for this line. During this event, the Ov λ192.9 (log T = 5.4) peak inten-
sity enhancement was ≈ 69% while in the emission of Fex λ184.30 (log T = 6.0)
it was ≈ 19%. These results, as well as the resultant TR to corona enhancement
gradient, are typical of what has been observed for blinkers (Harrison et al.,
2003).
LOS velocities were . ±20 km s−1 except for the Ov emission line which
was ≈ 25 km s−1 on average. As observed in Figure 8, the Ov LOS velocity
evolution correlates well with that of the radiative flux in that the increases in
downward flowing plasma correlate with the occurrence of increases in the EUV
emission. These TR flow speeds are consistent with those observed in correlation
with both quiet and active region blinkers (Madjarska and Doyle, 2003; Bewsher
et al., 2003; Brooks et al., 2004). At log T = 6.0 and 6.1, this same correlation
between LOS velocity and radiative flux is observed for upward flowing plasma.
This is suggestive of an upper TR bi-directional jet (Heggland, De Pontieu, and
Hansteen, 2009).
Figure 9 provides intensity and LOS velocity maps as a function of tempera-
ture for EIS1b at 17:37:18 UT, which corresponds to the peak emission time of
the first event. Visual inspection reveals a distinctly different morphology and
intensity enhancement in the different emission lines. EIS1b was significantly
dimmer for emission lines with peak formation temperatures of log T = 5.8. In
the TR the event was ≈ 4× 108 km2 in size with a luminosity of ≈ 9× 1021 erg
s−1. In the coronal lines it was an order of magnitude larger in both its projected
area and its luminosity. Considering only a single heating and cooling event, the
total energy radiated was ≈ 5 × 1025 erg. Though the event’s average size was
three times larger than a typical blinker’s, the resultant energy is consistent
with the thermal energy estimates predicted by Harrison et al. (1997a,b) and
observed by Harrison et al. (1999).
Magnetograms co-spatial with EIS1b were dominated by fragmented flux. The
evolution of the positive and negative flux is shown in Figure 10. The absolute
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value of the negative flux is < 3×1017 Mx throughout the observational sequence
and was approximately three times greater than the positive flux. The dominant
single polarity is typical of blinkers (Harrison et al., 1999; Bewsher, Parnell,
and Harrison, 2002) while the magnetic field strength is consistent with values
reported for quiet region blinkers by Bewsher et al. (2002). The first peak in
EUV intensity correlates with emergence of both positive and negative flux of
≈ 1.4×1017 Mx and 2.7×1017 Mx, respectively. For the secondary event, the peak
emission correlates with magnetic cancellation occurring at rates of ≈ 4.3×1015
Mx min−1 and 8.6×1015 Mx min−1 for positive and negative flux, respectively.
In relationship to their EUV brightness, both the emergence and cancellation
events are equivalent. However, the emergence event correlates with signifi-
cantly higher EUV flux rates at both TR and coronal heights. These results
indicate there exists no correlation between peaks in EUV brightness and the
strength/evolution of the underlying magnetic field. Moreover, they are consis-
tent with the conclusions that blinkers are a direct result of density enhancements
by reconnection events by previous authors (Bewsher et al., 2002; Harrison et al.,
2003).
Our EM loci analysis of EIS1b indicates weak isothermal components at
log T = 6.1 for observation times corresponding to peaks in emission. The EM
loci curves of the first peak are shown in Figure 11. The absence of convergence
for the cooler TR loci curves, as compared to those of the corona, indicates only
the hotter coronal plasma is isothermal. Broad and approximately constant TR
EM distributions, most notably at log T = 5.8, are an indication of unresolved
structure (Brooks, Warren, and Ugarte-Urra, 2012), which is consistent with the
visual structuring of the event in intensity images (Figure 9).
The lower TR emission measure, compared to that of the corona, has been
related to chromospheric evaporation (Craig and McClymont, 1986; McClymont
and Craig, 1987). Under this interpretation coronal blue shifts indicate the
heights to which chromospheric plasma is being heated, while pervasive TR
redshifts are explained as a result of the cooling and condensing of the heated
coronal plasma. This interpretation is preferred over heating from a bi-directional
jet, as stated earlier, given that the magnetic field analysis indicated only a casual
relationship between reconnection and EUV flux increases. We recognize that
blinkers do not typically consist of isothermal plasma, at least in the TR, based
on the fact that they are related to density-enhancements (Harrison et al., 2003).
However, under our proposed scenario it seems likely that the TR brightenings
are due to density enhancements being generated via plasma heated to coronal
temperatures.
4.3. EIS2 — Coronal Bright Point
The temporal evolution of the integrated flux Fλ, LOS velocities vλ, and EUV
emission enhancements ψλ of the EIS2 event are provided in Figure 12. Decreases
in radiative flux occurred independent of temperature over the entire range of
temperatures probed by our observations, i.e., from log T = 5.4 to 6.2. This
implies that our temporal sequence witnessed only the cooling phase of this
event or that the cadence of our EIS observations was longer than the typical
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heating timescale. Based on the evolution of the emission enhancements, which
showed increases or remained constant during the event’s evolution, we have
settled on the latter interpretation. Further support of this interpretation is
found by considering that the brightness increases occurred on a timescale of
≈ 45 min, which are consistent with the observed CBP brightness oscillation
periods (Tian et al., 2008). Also our observed coronal emission enhancements
(≈ 2.5 times that of the background) agree well with those reported for quiet
region CBPs (Zhang et al., 2012).
As with other events studied here, EIS2 is associated with very small LOS
velocities at the bulk of temperature regimes studied. The exceptions are in the
emission of Ov λ192.90 at log T = 5.4 and in the emission of Six λ274.14 at
log T = 6.2, where the plasma was falling at a rate of ≈ 50 km s−1. TR plasma
downflow speeds are within the ranges observed in microflares (Berkebile-Stoiser
et al., 2009), while coronal flows are consistent with Kamio et al.’s (2011) results
for microflarring CBPs. It is noted that these flow speed peaks correlate in time
with peaks in the intensity enhancements ψλ of the respective emission lines
(Figure 12).
We have provided both intensity and LOS velocity images in Figure 13 for
the time of EIS2’s peak irradiance. The intensity maps are consistent with pre-
vious reports of multi-thermal emission across the TR and corona for CBPs
(Kankelborg, Walker, and Hoover, 1997; Kwon et al., 2012). EIS2’s typical size
was ≈ 1− 2× 107 km2 in both the TR and corona. Its luminosity ranged from
≈ 1021 erg s−1 to 1022 erg s−1 for the TR and corona, respectively. These sizes
and lumnosities are very similar to those previously reported for CBPs by other
authors (Pevtsov et al., 2003; Longcope et al., 2001).
The LOS velocity results shown in Figure 12 are consistent with the visual
nature observed in Figure 13. Inspection of LOS velocity maps in Figure 13
reveal a distinctive bi-directional jet for the Si x (log T ≈ 6.2) emission line.
EIS2 occurred co-spatially with the downflow jet (. 50 km s−1) whose upward
motion reached speeds of & 50 km s−1. This is expected since dimming and
brightenings are most typically associated with blue-shifted and red-shifted re-
gions, respectively (Craig and McClymont, 1986; McClymont and Craig, 1987).
These flow speeds are consistent with Kamio et al.’s (2011) study, but are direct
evidence that diffuse coronal jets can occur in conjunction with quiet region
CBPs.
At 11:13:11 UT EIS2 occurred co-spatial with a bipolar pair in magnetograms,
separated by ≈ 12 Mm. The evolution of positive and negative fluxes is provided
in Figure 14. During the 45 min time span in which the EUV event existed, the
bipolar pair’s flux remained relatively constant (Figure 14), while the separation
distance decreased by ≈ 40%. The typical magnetic flux associated with the
bipolar pair was ≈ 3 × 1018 Mx. Ultimately, the EUV event disappeared in
conjunction with the complete cancellation of the photospheric bipole. We found
the typical flux cancellation rate, of both positive and negative flux, to be ≈
1× 1018 Mx h−1.
EIS2’s magnetic flux cancellation rate is consistent with those reported by Lee
et al. (2011), while its longer time scale indicates that the resultant brightness
increases are not explained by slow mode waves trapped within the magnetic flux
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tubes constituting the structure (Doyle et al., 1998; Ugarte-Urra et al., 2004).
Based on similarities in magnetic field changes between our event and those
reported by Lee et al. (2011) and Zhang et al. (2012), we suggest that magnetic
reconnection initiated by the convergence of the bipolar pair was responsible
for the brightening observed in the EUV data. Moreover, these reconnection
events were recurrent given that the typical timescale for coronal reconnection
is tens of minutes (Chen et al., 1999). In this proposed scenario the solar surface
motions form a current sheet and build up magnetic energy near a null point of
the assumed small-scale loop system comprising the CBP (Zhang et al., 2012).
Thus, successive and impulsive reconnection events may be triggered at the
current sheet site until the flux pair has canceled completely (Pariat, Antiochos,
and DeVore, 2010).
Isothermal analysis of EIS2 as shown in Figure 15 indicated that the event
consisted of isothermal plasma around log T = 5.9 at 11:13:11 UT. The oc-
currence of EM loci curves reaching higher than this location are indicative of
an additional isothermal component (Kamio et al., 2011). In Figure 15 both
the Ov and Fexii EM loci curves are distributed significantly higher than the
remaining emission lines, while intensity images of these lines share a distinctly
similar bright EUV structure (Figure 13). From these results we hypothesize
that Ov was ionized at temperatures more typical of the corona. Therefore, the
additional isothermal component is likely at log T ≈ 6.2.
5. Discussion
We have presented observations of a TR BP, blinker, and CBP, each recorded
on 22 January 2008 during the 11:13:11 UT to 23:12:40 UT time frame, from
multiple EIS emission lines along with accompanying MDI LOS magnetic field
data. Our work has presented the first measurements of Doppler signatures
associated with TR BPs as well as the first analyses of their detailed physical
characteristics in multiple emission lines. With these data we may now identify
the similarities and differences between the TR BPs and the CBP and blinker.
Our three events share a common characteristic in terms of their EUV mor-
phology; they are all spatially compact and unresolved brightenings with char-
acteristic sizes of ≈ 107 km2 – 108 km2 (Figures 5, 9, and 13). As well, the
luminosities of each of the three events were consistent with the luminosity
versus unsigned magnetic flux relation of Pevtsov et al. (2003). We do note,
however, that the emission enhancements of the BPs were more than four times
larger than for the blinker.
The photospheric magnetic signatures of the TR BP and the CBP events
were distinctly different from that of the blinker. The TR BP occurred on the
neutral line of an interacting magnetic bipolar pair, suggesting that magnetic
reconnection involving the said pair was responsible for its generation. This
suggestion is supported by the appearance of the TR BP in EUV when the
bipolar pair emerged followed by the observation that the EUV from the TR BP
became undetectable after the bipolar pair was completely canceled. This behav-
ior suggests that the generation mechanism of the TR BP involved reconnection
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between the newly emerged bipole and surrounding background field, given the
observed decreases in both positive and negative magnetic flux over its lifetime
(Figure 6). Moreover, it is this characteristic that leads us to rule out the idea
that this event is a direct result of slow magnetic reconnection which occurs
as new flux emerges. The resultant heating energy of ≈ 1025 erg is consistent
with nanoflares that impulsively heat the plasma during nanoflare“storms”. This
result supports the idea that like CBPs, TR BPs can be considered flaring loop
systems where individual strands or small bundles are being rapidly heated and
cooled at differing rates. Unfortunately, we were unable to resolve the heating
time scales of the individual events and thus cannot directly infer the rate at
which magnetic energy is converted to thermal energy via individual reconnec-
tion events. Nonetheless, the self-similar generation of the TR BP and CBP are
an indication that TR and coronal heating are not fundamentally different for
bright point phenomena. Moreover, it provides further support that the cooler
BPs are a manifestation of multi-scaled self-similarity occurring in the solar
atmosphere.
The connection between quiet region microflares and CBPs has been estab-
lished (Kamio et al., 2011), but only those occurring in coronal hole regions have
been linked with jets. Our spectral analysis of CBPs, mainly the bi-directional
jet observed at log T ≈ 6.2, indicates that jets may also exist in quiet regions,
too. Thereby, we have provided the first observational evidence of the association
between CBPs and jets in the quiet Sun. However, the difference in the large
scale magnetic configuration yields a fundamental difference in the coronal hole
and quiet region jets. That is, the coronal hole jets eject material nearly normal
to the solar surface. This is consistent with the coronal hole events occurring
in regions where the large-scale field is open (Kamio et al., 2011). Our quiet
Sun events appear to eject material in a direction that is nearly parallel to the
solar surface. In essence, the plasma heating, radiation generation, and plasma
ejection processes may be similar for TR BPs and CBPs. However, it is the
large scale field configuration that determines the fate of any ejected material
and whether the material is accelerated away from the Sun thus contributing to
the solar wind flux, or whether the material falls back to the solar surface. The
latter events are similar to explosive events (Beckers, 1968).
The single polarity dominated magnetic fields above which the blinker oc-
curred are consistent with the idea that these events are generated by slow mag-
netic reconnection with pre-existing fields. We also observed significant emer-
gence and cancellation events of the dominate polarity field occurring prior to the
appearance of the said event, which is expected under the previous description
of blinkers. We speculate, based on spectral results which showed no significant
mass upflows, that this reconnection likely took place in the corona given the
strong downflows found therein. However, the increases in this speed within the
TR (T ≈ 0.25 MK) are puzzling and are better described by a scenario in which
multiple atmospheric locations are experiencing the said reconnection. We do
recognize that the secondary event is fit by the description where reconnection
only took place at coronal heights.
In terms of the applicability of isothermal assumption, only the blinker was
non-isothermal, consistent with ideas that density/filling factor enhancements
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are responsible for their generation (Harrison et al., 2003). This description is
also supported by the spectral data, which indicate significant downward flowing
plasma that temporally correlated with peaks in EUV flux. These flows are inter-
preted as mass transfer from the corona to cooler portions of the atmosphere. The
decreasing plasma speeds with decreasing temperature lead us to hypothesize
that coronal energy was transported downward possibly via magnetoacoustic
waves. Once these waves encounter the steep density gradient from the corona
to the TR they steepen into shocks thereby heating the surrounding plasma. It
is recognized that for this suggestion to be plausible for both the first and the
second blinker events, such shocks would be required to initiate reconnection in
the TR and propel mass downwards.
The loci plots of the TR BP and CBP show that the latter event was more
resolved based on the visual inspection of the resultant EM distribution widths.
We hypothesize that the TR BP was heated impulsively from below based on
its EM loci and the form of its light curve. Minimal evidence was found for
the existence of unresolved structure for this event, which indicates that our
temporal cadence was unable to resolve the heating time scale. The TR BP
shared no energetic connection with the corona which gives support to our earlier
suggestion that its origin is most likely attributed to in-situ heating. We discount
this emission event as a direct result of cooling coronal material by noting the
absence of significant mass-flows throughout the coronal temperatures. However,
it is recognized that our slower temporal cadence could have resulted in missed
peaks in coronal emission line intensity. For the CBP a significantly greater
portion of the plasma at the isothermal component was radiating. However, at
this time the two identified isothermal components are more likely attributed to
this event being a microflarring CBP, which could also just as likely explain its
more spatially resolved nature.
The deluge of solar observational data from near-constant monitoring of the
Sun is driving the need for frameworks that can quickly and automatically pro-
duce classifications of observed sources. Recent development of modern machine
learning techniques and high performance computing architectures have made
possible the efficient execution of automated probabilistic multi-class classifica-
tion of very large datasets in reasonable time frames (Debosscher et al., 2007;
Sarro et al., 2009a, 2009b; Debosscher et al., 2009; Richards et al., 2011, 2012;
Blomme et al., 2011; Matijevicˇ et al., 2012; Morgan et al., 2012; Long et al.,
2012). An essential step in the development of such a framework is processing
a large set of events of known class to train the classifier. The work presented
here has indicated that similar measurements made across multiple event classes,
i.e., TR BP, blinker, and CBP, hold class-predictive power. Thereby, our work
can be used in conjunction with similar studies (Chae et al., 2000; Harrison
et al., 2003; Madjarska and Doyle, 2003; Brkovic´ and Peter, 2004; Bewsher et al.,
2005; Madjarska, Doyle, and De Pontieu, 2009) to begin facilitating a pathway
which ultimately works towards automated multi-class classification of compact
transients occurring in all temperature regimes of the solar atmosphere. As noted
previously, this will be a major challenge of solar physics in the coming years.
Finally it is emphasized that, the resultant large number statistics on a diversity
of example structures across many classes from such a framework will allow a
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reliable understanding of the underlying physical processes of these events to be
achieved.
6. Conclusions
An investigation of a TR BP, blinker, and CBP, observed using Hinode/EIS,
was carried out in this paper. For the first time, we have presented results on
Doppler signatures of TR BPs. Similarities shared and distinct observational
differences between these three events were highlighted. The relationship each
event shared with the evolution of the underlying magnetic field was also studied
and discussed. We concluded that the TR BP and CBP were a manifestation
of solar atmospheric multi-scaled self-similarity, and that the heating of TR
and coronal plasma were not fundamentally different in the presence of these
phenomena. A connection between quiet region CBPs and jets was established,
with indications that the said jets occur at high look angles compared to the
solar surface due to the large scale magnetic configuration of the quiet Sun.
Finally, our work has shown that similar measurements across multiple event
classes hold class-distinguishing capabilities, and as such are a significant step
towards automated multi-class classification of compact transients occurring
throughout the solar atmosphere. Further investigations are required on such
events as those analyzed herein to resolve their heating timescales and determine
conclusively if the origin of their bright TR emission is coronal or direct evidence
of in situ heating.
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Figure 5. Intensity and LOS velocity maps for EIS1a at the peak emission time, 12:01:18 UT.
The squares indicate the areas selected for its analyses. Green contours on the Feviii intensity
map denote the event pixels determined from our boundary extraction function. Green and
blue contours on the Mgvii intensity image denote the locations of the positive and negative
magnetic field patches.
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Figure 6. Positive (solid) and negative (dashed) magnetic fluxes (×1018 Mx) as a function
of time (s) for EIS1a. Square and circle symbols denote observations where the magnetic field
configuration was fragmented and bipolar respectively, while orange marks observation times
where the EUV event existed, ≈ 0 – 6×103 s. The time is relative to 11:13:11 UT.
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Figure 7. EM loci curves (blue and green represent TR and coronal emission lines, respec-
tively) as a function of temperature for EIS1a at the time of peak enhancement (12:01:18 UT),
showing a distinctive isothermal component around log (T ) ≈ 5.8.
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Figure 8. Fλ (arbitrary units), LOS velocity (km s
−1), and emission enhancement (%) vs.
time (s) in columns from left to right, respectively, associated with EIS1b which existed over
the 0 s – 1×104 s temporal domain. It is noted the time is relative to 16:01:19 UT.
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Figure 9. Intensity and LOS velocity maps for EIS1b at the peak emission time, 17:37:18 UT.
The squares indicate the areas selected for its analysis. Green contours on the Si x intensity map
denote the temperature regime in which they were defined and the spatial location identified
as the event pixels. On the O vii intensity image green and blue contours represent positive
and negative LOS magnetic field plotted at levels of ± 8 – 15 G.
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Figure 10. Positive (solid) and negative (dashed) magnetic fluxes (×1018 Mx) as a function
of time (s) for EIS1b. Square and X symbols denote observations where the magnetic field
configuration was fragmented and unipolar respectively, while orange marks observation times
where the EUV event existed, ≈ 0 – 1.1×104 s. The time is relative to 16:01:19 UT.
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Figure 11. EM loci curves (blue and green represent TR and coronal emission lines, respec-
tively) as a function of temperature for EIS1b at 12:01:18 UT, showing a mildly isothermal
component around log (T ) ≈ 6.1.
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Figure 12. Fλ (arbitrary units), LOS velocities (km s
−1), and emission enhancement (%) vs.
time (s) for EIS2 in columns from left to right, respectively. The times quoted are relative to
11:13:11 UT.
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Figure 13. Intensity and LOS velocity maps for EIS2 at the peak emission time, 11:13:11 UT.
The squares indicate the areas selected for its analysis. Green contours on the O v intensity map
denote the temperature regime in which they were defined and the spatial location identified
as the event pixels. On the Fe xii intensity image green and blue contours denote the locations
of the positive and negative magnetic patches.
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Figure 14. Positive (solid) and negative (dashed) magnetic fluxes (×1018 Mx) as a function
of time (s) for EIS2. Square, circle, and cross symbols denote observations where the magnetic
field configuration was fragmented bipolar, and unipolar respectively, while orange marks
observation times where the EUV event existed, ≈ 0 – 2.5×103 s.
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Figure 15. EM loci curves (blue and green represent TR and coronal emission lines, respec-
tively) as a function of temperature for EIS2 at 12:01:18 UT showing a distinctive isothermal
component around log (T ) ≈ 6.0, and weaker secondary component around log (T ) ≈ 6.2.
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